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Abstract
Image super-resolution using self-optimizing mask via fractional-order gradient
interpolation and reconstruction aims to recover detailed information from
low-resolution images and reconstruct them into high-resolution images. Due
to the limited amount of data and information retrieved from low-resolution
images, it is difficult to restore clear, artifact-free images, while still preserving
enough structure of the image such as the texture. This paper presents a new
single

image

super-resolution

method

which

is

based

on

adaptive

fractional-order gradient interpolation and reconstruction. The interpolated
image gradient via optimal fractional-order gradient is first constructed
according to the image similarity and afterwards the minimum energy function
is employed to reconstruct the final high-resolution image. Fractional-order
gradient based interpolation methods provide an additional degree of freedom
which helps optimize the implementation quality due to the fact that an extra
free parameter α-order is being used. The proposed method is able to produce
a rich texture detail while still being able to maintain structural similarity
even under large zoom conditions.

Experimental results show that the

proposed method performs better than current single image super-resolution
techniques.
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1. Introduction
The goal of the single image super-resolution (SR) is to synthesize a
high-resolution (HR) image with more details from only one low-resolution
image. It has attracted much attention in recent years due to its variety of
applications. Some of those applications include, agriculture image analysis,
video surveillance and remote sensing imaging. Generally speaking, for 2D
images, image SR techniques can be divided into two categories: multi-image
SR and single-image SR. Multi-image SR methods mentioned in the articles
[1, 2, 3] use multiple frames of the same scene to integrate one high-resolution
image.

Single image SR methods only use one low-resolution image for

synthesis which leads to a non-unique solution.

In other words, in SR

methods, one low-resolution image could produce numerous high-resolution
images whereas in HR methods, multiple low resolution frames of the same
image could produce a single high resolution image every time. Therefore,
image priors should be imposed in order to help all high-resolution images
with maintain image similarity and structural similarity because image priors
uses previous information about the images to enhance results. As of now, lots
of methods have been proposed in single image SR techniques. These methods
can be categorized into three different ways: interpolation-based methods,
example-based methods and reconstruction based methods.
Interpolation-based methods usually utilize a base function to fit the unknown
pixels in the high-resolution grids.

For example, bilinear and bicubic

interpolations are commonly used methods that are both simple and effective.
Due to the assumption of smoothness, these methods always generate obvious
visual artifacts, such as blurring and jaggedness. To handle the artifacts seen
using these methods, more methods have been proposed as seen in the articles
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[4, 5].
Example-based image SR methods however predict the desired pixels by
matching the patch pairs to a universal set of training samples which can be
seen in the articles, [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This is why a big set of patches is
needed to predict the correct pixels however, such a large set of patches results
in an excessively heavy computational cost. However, various methods have
been proposed to help improve the calculation speed and performance. Article
[13] proposes a fast regression model for practical single image super-resolution
which is based on in-place examples. This example leverages two fundamental
super-resolution approaches by learning from an external database and
learning from self-examples.

Article [14] presents a new approach to

single-image super-resolution which is based upon sparse signal representation.
Article [15] however proposes a framework to combine the power of classical
SR and example-based SR. All these approaches are based on the observation
that patches in natural images tend to redundantly occur within the image,
both on the same scale and across different scales. Therefore, these methods
could cause artifacts due to the fact that the patch pairs being replaced are
too similar to one another, especially the images that have patches of lower
similarity.
Reconstruction-based methods obtain an SR image estimate by imposing
certain prior information which tends to form global constraints in order to
ensure the fidelity between the newly reconstructed high-resolution image and
the original low-resolution image. This method is discussed in the following
articles, [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Given the similarity of the structure, gradient
profile prior has got quite a bit of attention recently as seen in the following
articles, [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Article [23] proposes an internal gradient

similarity method which produces high-resolution image gradient samples
which are used for further image reconstruction. Article [24] proposes using
natural image gradients profile prior for image SR and the image gradient in
this technique is modeled by using a parametric profile model. Article [25]
proposes a new method for upsampling images. This new method is capable of
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generating sharp edges with reduced input-resolution grid-related artifacts.
These reconstruction-based approaches are either focused on the sharp edge
feature, or the internal or the external similarity replacement technique, both
of which increases the ambiguity among images. This tends to synthesize the
detail texture as an unnatural style.

Furthermore, when the image has a

discontinuous gradient or a non-smooth gradient, the methods will ultimately
cause a higher deviation.
In this work, we present a unique and effective single image SR method using
self-optimizing fractional-order gradient interpolation and reconstruction. The
high-resolution multi-scale image is created based on a linear spatial pyramid.
The layer image of the pyramid is first constructed according to the image
similarity using the optimal fractional order gradient interpolation method,
and then the minimum energy function is employed to reconstruct the final
high-resolution layer image. Our presented method combines the advantage of
adaptive

fractional-order

gradient

reconstruction-based techniques.

interpolation

approaches

and

the

Self-optimizing fractional-order gradient

interpolation approaches preserve enough image structure such as the texture,
while the reconstruction-based techniques ensure clear, artifacts-free images.
As shown in Fig. 1, the comparison of the experimental results shows that our
approach not only successfully restores clear edges, but also restores enough of
the texture aspect of the structure. Due to the page size limit, this figure is
better viewed on a screen with a higher resolution display. Compared to other
single image SR methods, our present approach has the following advantages:
(i) The proposed adaptive fractional-order gradient interpolation method
provides an additional degree of freedom (parameter α -order) in optimizing
implementation quality which ensures that we are able to produce
high-resolution image while maintaining clear textures and edges.
(ii) The minimum energy function is used to ensure the global fidelity between
the low-resolution image and the high-resolution image.
(iii) Linear spatial pyramid structure upsampling provides the multi-scale
fidelity constraint.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we

(a) Low-resolution

(b) High-resolution

Figure 1: Our method of SR image (scale = 4). This figure is better viewed on screen with
high-resolution display.

introduce the linear spatial pyramid and its framework.

In section 3 we

illustrate the self-optimizing fractional-order gradient interpolation algorithm.
In the Section 4, we introduce the high-resolution image construction method.
In section 5 we look at a comparison of image and texture similarity.

In

Section 6 we will conclude the paper with a summary of our findings.

2. Linear spatial pyramid and framework
A pyramid is a pattern of multi-layer or multi-scale signal representation
which is mainly used in image processing and computer vision. In a pyramid,
an image is repeatedly either upsampling or downsampling.

Pyramid

representation is a predecessor to the multi-resolution operation. We use the
SR linear spatial pyramid to construct the high-resolution images because it
offers a multi-scale operation feature.

Compared with other linear

interpolation approaches, our SR linear spatial pyramid method which uses
the multi-layer minimum energy function is able to ensure fidelity between the
input low-resolution image and the output high-resolution image.

The

structure of the pyramid is shown in Fig. 2. Given the certain level of the
pyramid, we are able to utilize the interpolation method. The value of the
inserted point is calculated through the fractional-order gradient value which
5

Figure 2: The structure of SR linear spatial pyramid

is optimized by tuning the α-order parameter. The layer of SR linear spatial
pyramid interpolation method is shown in Fig. 3. From the figure we can see
that for any four points of layer i, we will insert five points in the middle. For
the next layer i + 1, the inserted points will be regard as known points for
iterative interpolation approach. The scale factor s is 2, 4, 8 · · · 2n . In the
picture, the purple four points are the original points, the five red points are
the first inserted points and the sixteen blue points are the second inserted
points.

After establishing the SR linear spatial pyramid interpolation

Figure 3: The layer of SR linear spatial pyramid interpolation method

architecture, we will consider how to calculate the value of the inserted points
in order to ensure that the synthesized high-resolution image of each layer has
a strong texture feature in its structure and has excellent fidelity.

The

calculated process under SR linear spatial pyramid structure is shown in Fig.
4. The input low-frequency image is denoted as f ∈ RN1 ×N2 , from which we
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can obtain its high-resolution image u ∈ RsN1 ×sN2 by fractional-order α
gradient interpolation. Once we obtain the low-frequency band image by using
a low-pass Gaussian filter h, we are now able to calculate its deviation with
the input image f and search for the minimum the deviation corresponding
gradient ▽U by tuning the parameter α-order. Once we obtain the optimal
parameter α-order and corresponding gradient ▽U of the image, we put it to
the minimum energy function (the third blue frame) to generate its final
high-resolution image by using the gradient descent algorithm.

The

fractional-order gradient interpolation and the minimum energy function
reconstruction will be discussed shortly.

Figure 4: The framework of proposed method in each layer of pyramid

3. Self-optimizing mask via fractional-order gradient interpolation
The subject of fractional calculus and its applications have gained
considerable popularity during the past few decades or so in various fields of
science and engineering, such as image processing. For image texture and edge
preservation, the most integral differential operators work well when used for
high-frequency features of images such as Sobel, Prewitt, and Laplacian of
Gaussian operators.

However, their performance deteriorates significantly

when applied to smooth regions. While the fractional differential operator has
the capability of not only preserving high-frequency contour features, it also
has the ability to improve the low-frequency texture details in smooth areas as
seen in Fig. 5. Based on this idea, we utilize the fractional-order gradient
interpolation method in order to maintain the clear texture and preserve the
7

edges of high-resolution images.
Three popular definitions for fractional calculus were given by Grünwald

Figure 5: Amplitude-frequency curves of fractional-order

Letnikov (G-L), Riemann Liouville (R-L), and Caputo. Of these, G-L is the
most popular definition used in digital image processing as explained in article
[27]. For numerical calculation of fractional-order derivatives we can use the
relation derived from the G-L definition. It is given by:
α
a Dt f (t)

(α)

where ωj

 
[ t−a
[ t−a
h ]
h ]
1 X
1 X
(α)
j α
f (t − jh) ≈ α
(−1)
ωj f (t − jh).
= lim α
h→0 h
j
h
j=0
j=0

= (−1)j

α
j



(1)

is the polynomial coefficients of (1 − z)α which can be

calculated by the following the recurrence formula [28, 29]:


α+1
(α)
(α)
(α)
ω0 = 1, ωj = 1 −
ωj−1 , j = 1, 2, ...
j

(2)

As for the 2D image, the duration of the image is divided by equal intervals
h = 1 and t ∈ [b − a]. Therefore the α-order fractional derivatives of f (t) is
approximated by:
Dα
t f (t) ≈ f (t)+(−α)f (t−1)+

Γ(−α + 1)
(−α)(−α + 1)
f (t−2)+· · ·+
f (t−n).
2
n!Γ(−α − n + 1)
(3)
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The backward difference of the fractional partial derivatives on the negative x
and y are expressed as follows [30]:
(−α)(−α + 1)
f (x − 2, y)
2
Γ(−α + 1)
f (x − n, y).
+···+
n!Γ(−α − n + 1)

(4)

(−α)(−α + 1)
f (x, y − 2)
2
Γ(−α + 1)
f (x, y − n).
+···+
n!Γ(−α − n + 1)

(5)

Dα
x f (x, y) ≈ f (x, y) + (−α)f (x − 1, y) +

Dα
y f (x, y) ≈ f (x, y) + (−α)f (x, y − 1) +

Based on formula 4 and formula 5, the αth-order derivative of the middle point
in the mask window can be estimated by formula 6, where D(n) =

Γ(−α+1)
n!Γ(−α−n+1)

is the coefficients of the mask:
Dnα = [D(0), · · · , D(n)] .

(6)

To enable smoothness of the interpolated image, we employ the fractional-order
gradient mask of the edge direction (tangent to the contour direction) in order
to calculate the value of the interpolation point, which can be seen in Fig. 6.
Edge direction of the input image patch is obtained from the following equation
7:
θ = 90 + tan−1 (

▽fy
).
▽fx

(7)

where ▽fx , ▽fy and θ refer to the the gradient in the x direction, the the
gradient in y direction and the edge direction, respectively. As for center point
of interpolation, we construct six direction masks, which are shown in Fig. 7.
For between point interpolations, we construct nine direction masks, which are
shown in following Fig. 8. We select the mask based on the nearest angle.
Given the low-resolution image patch fx,y and its nearest mask Dθα , the gradient
of the inserted points is denoted as ▽ux,y . It can be seen in the following formula:
▽ux,y = fx,y × Dθα .

(8)

ux,y = fx,y ± ▽ux,y

(9)
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(a) Center point

(b) Center point

(c) Between point

Figure 6: Point interpolation

(a) Direction 1(b) Direction 2(c) Direction 3(d) Direction 4(e) Direction 5(f) Direction 6
Figure 7: Six directions mask

In order to ensure the fidelity between the input image and the interpolation
image, the fidelity term is imposed in order to get the optimal parameter α as
well as gradient ▽U by tuning the parameter α:
min(α,▽U) ku ∗ h ↓s −f k + k▽u ∗ h ↓s −▽f k .

(10)

4. Reconstruct high-resolution image
With the optimal ▽U and input image f , the final high-resolution image is
reconstructed using the minimum energy function that is shown in formula 11:
C(u) =

1
λ
2
2
kh ∗ u ↓s −f k2 ↑s + k▽u − ▽U kL2 (ω) .
2
2

(11)

where u is the interpolation image and h stands for the Gaussian kernel with
a mean of value zero and standard variance σ. The variance σ changes with
different scaling factors s, usually as 0.55. Operator ∗ represents the convolution
operation. Operator ↓ is the downsampling operator and Operator ↑ is the
10

(a) Direction 1 (b) Direction 2 (c) Direction 3 (d) Direction 4

(e) Direction 5

(f) Direction 6

(g) Direction 7 (h) Direction 8

(i) Direction 9

Figure 8: Nine directions mask

upsampling operator. The coefficient of terms λ is assigned as 0.05 to balance the
fidelity term and gradient similarity term. The gradient descent optimization
algorithm is used for the final high-resolution image as explained in article [31].
Instead of accumulating the sum of squared gradients over all time, we limit the
window of past gradients that are accumulated and then we multiply those past
gradients using some fixed values. This ensures that the learning step increases
when the error is large, and the learning step decreases when the error is small.
 
Assume at time t this average is sum g 2 t , we are then able to calculate it using

formulas 12 - 16. The parameter η is assigned as 1.5 to accelerate the iteration.
The algorithmic process is shown as follows:
gt =

∂C(u)
= hT ∗ (h ∗ u ↓s −f ) ↑s +λ▽T ∗ (▽u − ▽U ).
∂u

 
 
sum g 2 t = βsum g 2 t−1 + γgt2 .
mean [g]t =

∆ut = −η

q
sum [g 2 ]t + e.

mean [∆u]t−1
gt .
mean [g]t
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

ut+1 = ut + ∆ut .

(16)

Algorithm 1 Optimized gradient descent[31]
 


Require: β, γ, e, initial u1 , sum g 2 0 = 0, sum ∆x2 0 = 0

Ensure: ut+1 = ut + ∆ut
for t = 1 to T do
compute gradient: gt

 
 
accumulate gradient: sum g 2 t = βsum g 2 t−1 + γgt2
mean[∆u]

compute updates: ∆ut = −η mean[g]t−1 gt
t




accumulate updates: sum ∆x2 t = βsum ∆x2 t−1 + γ∆x2t
update u: ut+1 = ut + ∆ut

end for
return ut+1

5. Experimental results
In this section, we evaluate our methods with both synthetic test examples
used in the super-resolution literature and test examples in the Berkeley dataset
BSDS500. In both cases, our approaches show remarkable performance. As
we all know the RGB color model is the most popular color model in image
processing. However, it always causes color distortion due to the ‘R’, ‘G’and
‘B’channels correlation as explained in article [32]. Because Lab and YUV
models have weak coupling in its channels, we use those models instead of the
RGB color model in order to keep the color stability. The process is shown as
follows. First, we change the RGB color model to the Lab or YUV model, and
then we only use the ‘L’or ‘Y’component to implement our present method due
to the fact that it closely resembles human perception. The other channels are
obtained using the bicubic algorithm. Finally, we transform it back to the RGB
color model.
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5.1. Parameter selection
Because we use the linear spatial pyramid structure, so the scale factor s can
only be to 2, 4, 8 · · · 2n . We iteratively calculate the scale factor in each layer of
the pyramid. When using the gradient descent algorithm, the parameter β = 0.9
and the parameter γ = 0.01. A set of high-resolution images are generated in
datasets BSDS500 as seen in article [33] with tuning α between 0 and 1.
5.2. Visual results
In this section some visual results and comparisons with other methods are
presented.

We compare our approach with the recent state-of-the-art

algorithms which are explained in the following articles [23, 34, 35, 24] in
terms of commonly used super-resolution test examples which can be seen in
the Berkeley dataset BSDS500. For methods based on gradient information we
select the algorithms presented in articles [24, 23] for comparison.

For

methods based on example-based information we chose algorithms presented
in the articles [15, 13, 34]for comparison.

For methods based on

reconstruction-based techniques, we used the algorithms in the articles [36, 35]
for comparison. For visual quality comparison, most SR methods can produce
artifacts-free images,

however they fail to provide sufficient texture

information. The artifacts-free image standard is what makes the images look
very natural. The texture feature preserves the main structure of image, which
has been regarded as the an essential characteristic of the image when used in
image analysis and recognition. In practical applications, it is important for
the image to display both texture and image naturalness. Therefore, in the
following comparisons, we focus on the image similarity and texture similarity.
For image similarity, we compare different approaches using image samples of
a ‘child’and a ‘chip’which are magnified by four. The results show that our
method can produce more realistic texture details with minimum artifacts as
compared with other methods.

Moreover, in our synthetic high-resolution

image, both the edge and texture are clear. The articles [13, 37, 36] represent
recent cutting-edge SR techniques. These methods were able to produce clear
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structure, however they also generate some blur in the richly textured region.
Article [15] can recover more detail from the low-resolution image, but the
results always cause over-artifacts as seen in Fig.

(a) Bicubic

(b) [15]

(c) [37]

(d) [36]

9.

To measure the

(e) [13]

(f) Ours

Figure 9: SR of image ‘child’, ‘chip’.

reconstruction error from the high-resolution synthetic image, we conduct
quantitative analysis with bicubic and gradient profile prior methods in term
of RMSE as better explained in articles [38, 39, 40]. Table 1 illustrates the
results on high-resolution image. While other studies only magnified the test
sample by three for simplicity, our study magnifies it by four while being able
to produce better quality images.

The table shows that our method

outperforms the other methods by displaying a lower reconstruction error.

Table 1: SR method quality measurement - RMSE

Test image

Lena

Lady

Starfish

bicubic

8.8

11.3

12.6

gradient profile[24]

7.8

9.5

11.5

Ours

7.0707

9.3883

9.9912

Another test is conducted to analyze the similarity in term of structural
similarity (SSIM) as explained in articles [38, 39, 40]. We chose four sample
pictures consisting of a ‘child’, a ‘mushroom’, a ‘flower’and a ‘girl’in order to
test patches similarity. As seen in Table 2, we are able to show that the test
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results prove that our method outperforms most of the other methods that also
display high image similarity.
Table 2: SR method quality measurement - SSIM

Test image

Child

Mushroom

Flower

Girl

Shan[35]

0.9183

0.8342

0.8713

0.8911

Yang[34]

0.9164

0.8542

0.8691

0.8891

Xian[23]

0.8906

0.7885

0.8332

0.8998

Ours

0.8973

0.8618

0.8744

0.9077

5.3. Texture similarity
Image texture is a set of features designed to quantify an image. Image
texture gives us information about the spatial arrangement of color or intensities
of an image which can be artificially created or measured in natural scenes.
Image textures represent the main structure information that can be used to help
in segmentation or classification. Our SR method can generate enough texture
detail from low-resolution images that the synthetic high-resolution images look
very clear visually. We chose five image samples consisting of a ‘cameraman’,
a woman ‘lena’, a ‘house’, a ‘tire ’and a ‘statue ’which are all magnified by
four in order to test the texture details. From Fig. 10, we can see that our
methods were able to synthesize a more clear texture than any other method.
Our high-resolution images have sharp and clean structural texture and edges.
Our high-resolution images are also demonstrated in Fig. 1. We use image
of a ‘lady’which is magnified by eight in order to illustrate the superiority of
textures and edge recovery under large-scale SR. In Fig. 11, the mouse and the
skirt have been recovered to display a clear texture. This figure is better viewed
on screen with a high-resolution display due to the page size limit.
Texture similarity test is conducted to analyze the error in terms of following
texture features: Energy, Homogeneity, and Entropy. We chose four pictures
of a ‘child’, a ‘mushroom’, a ‘flower ’and a ‘girl ’in order to test patch texture
similarity. The test results show that our method outperforms all of other
15

(a) Original

(b) bicubic

(c) Ours

Figure 10: Comparison of the SR method to show texture details ×4.
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(a) Original

(b) Ours

Figure 11: Illustration the texture recovery in high-resolution ×8. This figure is better viewed
on screen with high-resolution display due to the page size limit.

methods with high texture similarity which can be seen in Tab 3. Fig. 12 shows
the comparison of the error rate that we produced on the four sample images
versus error rates of the other methods.
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Table 3: SR method quality measurement - texture similarity

Test image

Child

Mushroom

Flower

Girl

Methods
Original

Shan[35]

Yang[34]

Xian[23]

Ours

Energy

0.2485

0.2673

0.2547

0.2496

0.2483

Homogeneity

0.9186

0.9599

0.9489

0.9372

0.9216

Entropy

1

0.8960

0.8774

0.9972

0.9972

Energy

0.0472

0.1072

0.0696

0.0521

0.0458

Homogeneity

0.7068

0.8466

0.7816

0.7336

0.7078

Entropy

0.2730

0.9823

0.9422

0.6620

0.6253

Energy

0.1477

0.1852

0.1689

0.1565

0.1466

Homogeneity

0.8852

0.9443

0.9222

0.9040

0.8781

Entropy

0.3373

0.9887

0.9422

0.8960

0.8960

Energy

0.6483

0.8024

0.7083

0.6559

0.6442

Homogeneity

0.9311

0.9822

0.9678

0.9599

0.9568

Entropy

0.8351

0.6253

0.6962

0.6962

0.8351

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new single image super-resolution
method based on adaptive fractional-order gradient interpolation and
reconstruction. As illustrated by the experimental results, our method is able
to synthesize sharp edges while preserving texture information. By using the
fractional-order gradient interpolation we are able to ensure sharp and clear
edges and more texture details, and by adopting the minimum energy function
to optimize the final high-resolution image we are able to ensure the image
and texture similarity. The proposed approach is robust under multi-scale
super-resolution condition and could generate excellent high-resolution images.
For an image of size 128x128 we set the SR scale to four and with the use of a
computer with a graphics processing unit (GPU), and with the use of Matlab
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Figure 12: Comparison of the texture feature.
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Entropy

2016 we are able to see that our algorithm produces a cost time of
approximately 1-2 seconds.
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